Welcome to the Learning Resources Center tutoring:

We’re excited that you are partnering with us in your academic journey at CU Denver!

At the LRC, we love to learn and to guide others in learning. We do this by engaging students in active learning and critical thinking. It may feel strange at first when the tutor is asking questions of you or suggesting that you solve a problem when you’re not exactly sure how. That’s ok! Mistakes are a critical part of learning, and the tutor will be there to guide you and the other students through. Our goal is to support you so you have the tools you need to be a self-directed learner.

A Tutor Study Session is a set block of time where a tutor is available to clarify concepts and guide learning. A student can sign up ahead of time, or drop in. There may be students there from more than one course. The tutor is trained to support multiple students, whether it is facilitating their learning for different subjects (rotating between students and giving support), or pairing students in similar subjects to promote active and collaborative learning. This is a great time to study with friends- or meet others! The time you spend at the Tutor Study Session is flexible: stay for half an hour or the entire session.

To promote a meaningful learning experience in Tutor Study Sessions, we have established the following expectations.

**Expectations of both student and tutor:**
- Adhere to the CU Denver Academic Integrity Policy. Tutors are prohibited from assisting students with any assignments that will be submitted for a grade. The tutor can clarify concepts related to an assignment and/or do similar practice problems.
- Respect differences of the other students and tutor to promote an inclusive learning environment.
- Respect the time of the tutor and other students. The tutor will do their best to balance the needs of all students in attendance, and we ask for the students’ patience and understanding.

**Additional expectations of student:**
- Provide your CU Denver email address when you log in. This helps us understand how our services are being used, so we can continue to provide important services.
- Fill out the quick anonymous feedback form at the end of each session. This helps us learn and improve how to best serve you.
- Be open to new learning strategies and some independent work
- Please let the tutor know if you have a specific time you need to leave the session. This will help the tutor plan their time with multiple students.
- If you have signed up for the Tutor Study Session and know you will not be able to attend, please cancel your session via Navigate to let the tutor know you won’t be there. If you have repeated no shows or cancellations, you may be required to meet with an academic coach before signing up for additional LRC services.

By participating in an LRC Tutor Study Session, you understand and agree to the expectations listed above.